We have built a scanning acoustic microscope operating in the 3-10 MHz range that measures both amplitude and phase. This enables us to do image processing that cannot be done with amplitude or phase alone. Previously, we have demonstrated numerical enhancement of the transverse and depth resolutions of the microscope, and even better depth resolution by operating the microscope at several closelyspaced frequencies. In this paper the effects of reflections from one surface are removed from acoustic images to give better contrast of other features. We have applied this technique to measuring the profile of deep trenches which were designed as scale models of integrated circuit capacitors. These techniques could be used to characterize integrated circuits with an acoustic microscope operating at higher frequencies, or with a confocal optical microscope that measures amplitude and phase. Also, the reflection from the top surface of a block of aluminum was numerically removed, giving better contrast of subsurface defects.
I. Introduction
We have built a scanning acoustic microscope operating in the 3-10 MHz range that measures both amplitude and phase [1, 2] . This enables us to do image processing that cannot be done with amplitude or phase alone. In previous papers we have demonstrated numerical enhancement of the transverse and depth resolution of the microscope [4] . The transverse resolution is increased by approximately 20% and the depth resolution is doubled with operation at a single frequency, or it can be increased much more by numerically combining images taken at several closely-spaced frequencies. We have applied this technique to measuring the profile of deep trenches (2 mm wide by 5 mm deep) which were designed as scale models of integrated circuit capacitors (2.5 p m wide by 6 pm deep). These techniques could be used to characterize integrated circuits with an acoustic microscope operating at 2.5 GHz . The imaging characteristics of an optical confocal microscope are very similar to a scanning acoustic microscope so that the techniques could also be applied to such an optical microscope that measures phase as well as amplitude [5] . By numerically defocusing an image of the surface of an object, the effect of the surface on a three-dimensional image can be removed. This gives enhanced contrast of subsurface defects. With the trench sample it allows better profiling of the bottom of the deep trench by removing interference from the top surface.
II. Deep Trenches in Aluminum
A trench, shown schematically in Fig. 1 , was imaged by the acoustic microscope in order to measure its profile. The 0090-5607/88/0000-0757 $1 .OO 0 1988 IEEE trench was designed to simulate an integrated circuit vertical capacitor that is 2.5 ~.lm wide by 6 pm deep which is to be measured at a wavelength of 0.6 p.m. Figure 2 shows acoustic amplitude and phase images of the trench taken with an F2 transducer operating at several closely-spaced frequencies around 3 MHz . The phase images are different, as expected, because of the change in wavelength; however, the amplitude images are also dramatically different due to the coherent interference between the reflections from the top of the sample and the bottom of the trench. It is difficult to tell the depth of the trench from the images. A better profile measurement can be obtained by numerically modifying the effective imaging impulse response of the microscope or by operating the microscope at several frequencies and numerically combining the results to give an even smaller impulse response [6] .
Figures 3a and 3b shows the original acoustic image compared to the single-frequency enhanced image. The enhanced image qualitatively looks much sharper, showing the location of the bottom of the trench much more clearly. Comparing line scans in Fig. 4 shows that the quantitative improvement has been dramatic. The transverse profile of the trench, when focused both on the top and on the bottom, has been improved noticeably. The most dramatic improvement is shown in the depth scan of the bottom of the trench. In the original image, the peak corresponding to the bottom occurs at z = -7 mm , and there is another peak corresponding to the top surface. The enhanced image locates The images formed by operating the microscope at different frequencies, shown in Fig. 2 , can be combined to cover a broader range of spatial frequencies along the kZ dimension, giving dramatically better depth resolution. Figure 3c and Fig. 4 demonstrate multi-frequency resolution enhancement for imaging the deep trench. The depth resolution has been increased by a factor of two over single-frequency enhancement, and by a factor of five over the unenhanced image. This multi-frequency image will be numerically processed further to remove the effects of the reflection from the surface to get a better profile of the bottom of the trench.
(d) 3.150 MHz.
Numerical Defocusing
The image of a planer object taken with the transducer at one depth can be predicted from an image taken at another depth by numerically modifying the effective impulse response of the microscope.
To first order the acoustic image of a planer object is simply a two-dimensional convolution of the object with the microscope's point spread function (PSF), also called its impulse response. This can be either the original PSF or the effective PSF after single-or multiple-frequency enhancement.
g(%;z)= h(k;z;zo) **f(k;zO) where the plane of the object is at q , f is the reflectance of the object, h is the PSF of the microscope to objects in the a-~ plane with the microscope defocused a distance z , and g is the image formed. By Fourier transforming, the convolution becomes a product:
where k is the transverse wave number, F is the object's spectrum, H is the spatial frequency response (SFR) of the microscope, and G is the image spectrum. By dividing Eq. (2) by itself for z = zl and 2 2 , and cancelling F , we find that the image spectrum with the microscope at one defocus level can be expressed in terms of another.
Therefore Eq. (9) simplifies.to:
This will give us the means for removing the effects of one plane, namely the surface of the object, from the total image.
IV. Surface Feature Removal
Because of the sidelobes of the depth response of the microscope, the reflection from a single plane can obscure features in nearby planes. For example, the reflection from the surface can mask subsurface defects. The effects of a single plane of the object can be removed from an image by taking a cross-section of the image at that plane and predicting how that plane would look at different defocus distances and removing it from the total image.
Assume that the cross-section of the image through a plane ~0 is a good approximation to an image of just the object in that plane, say the surface of the object,
where g is the total image and g, , is the approximation to the surface image. We carry out a Fourier transform in the x and y directions to get a good approximation to the transverse spatial spectrum of the surface.
The original image is actually a sum of two t m s : an image due to the surface; and an image due to subsurface features.
, , ,
In particular the approximation to the surface also contains subsurface features that overlap 20 because of the finite depth response of the microscope.
, , , ( 3;z o) = G 2; zo) + Gmb (Rz,)
Our approximation to the surface can be numerically defocused to predict how surface features will affect images at other planes.
Putting Eq. (6) into this gives:
This can be. simplified by noting that numerically defocusing Gsur gives exactly the defocused image due to surface features.
The numerically defocused approximation has one term from the surface and another, more complicated term from subsurface features. By taking the difference between the original image and the numerically defocused image of Eq. (lo), we get an image that does not contain any surface features. V. Subsurface Defects in Aluminum Figure 6 shows a schematic diagram of a block of aluminum with subsurface defects. The reflection from the front was removed, giving enhanced contrast, as shown in Fig. 7 . Naively, we could determine the depth of the defects by taking this enhanced image and looking for the depth of the maximum signal, hoping that this corresponds to where the focus is located at the defect. However, refraction leads to complications.
when the transducer is defocused 8 mm , as shown in Fig.   8b .
Refraction also causes aberration in the focus so that the maximum signal from a defect does not necessarily indicate its depth in this straightforward manner, as shown by the other plots in Fig. 8 . The amplitude image in Fig. 7 of the 2 mm deep defect is symmetrical and remains positive. The images of the other defects, however, have lines where the amplitude of the signal goes to zero, which indicates severe aberration. Therefore, the maximum signal does not give a correct indication of the defect depth. This could be corrected for by using a spatially variant (in the z-direction) inverse filter as long as the transducer's impulse response inside the material can be adequately characterized. The difference in acoustic velocity between water and aluminum causes refraction at the interface which must be taken into account. As the transducer is moved toward the sample, the focus moves inside the aluminum. To first order, the ratio between the defocus distance and the depth of the focus inside the material is given by the ratio of the velocities. There are two types of waves transmitted into the solid: longitudinal and shear. Because of their different velocities they are refracted at different angles at the water/aluminum interface and so form foci at different depths below the surface. The velocity for the shear waves is two times that for water, and it is four times for the longitudinal waves. So, to first order, for every 4 mm that the transducer is defocused, the longitudinal waves are focused 1 mm deeper inside the material and the shear waves are focused 2 mm deeper. The image of the holes is the sum of two images that interfere, a longitudinal and a shear wave image with the shear wave image appearing to be shallower. In these images the longitudinal wave image is dominant because the low acceptance angle of the transducer launches mostly longitudinal waves into the aluminum. Thus, a defect located 2 mm below the surface should give maximum conrrast 
VI. Conclusions
Using the additional information available with an acoustic microscope that measures phase as well as amplitude allows image processing that cannot be done with amplitude alone. The effective resolution can be increased in the transverse resolution and doubled in the vertical direction by Fourier deconvolution of experimental images taken at a single frequency. By combining images taken at closely-spaced frequencies, the effective depth resolution can be dramatically increased further. These techniques were applied to images of a deep trench designed as a scale model of vertical capacitors in integrated circuits. The effects of the surface on the overall image can be removed, leaving only the image of the bottom of the trench. The reflection from the top surface of a sample was numerically removed, giving better contrast of subsurface defects. If phase is measured, these techniques can be applied to a confocal optical microscope or a highfrequency acoustic microscope.
